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Abstract. Finding semantic bugs in code is difficult and requires pre-
cious expert time. Lacking comprehensive formal specifications, deduc-
tive verification is not an option. We propose an incremental specification
procedure: With the help of automatic verification tools, a domain expert
is guided through program runs and source code locations. The expert
validates a run at certain locations and creates lightweight annotations.
Formal methods training is not required. We demonstrate by example
that this approach is capable to quickly detect different kinds of seman-
tic bugs. We position our approach in the middle ground between fully-
fledged deductive verification and bug finding without semantic guidance.

1 Introduction

The main obstacle against using program verification tools for bug finding is
not their efficiency, but a lack of meaningful formal specifications that capture
the intended semantics of a given program [2,9]. This is unfortunate, because
semantic bugs are dominant over memory-related bugs [15], but cannot be found
by existing bug finding approaches [1,3,6,7,18], which look for syntactic patterns
or generic errors (such as uncaught exceptions, memory faults, etc.).

A notorious, relatively recent example was an alleged error in a software
used in the UK to send mammography invitations to women in a certain age
group [11]. Not all letters were sent according to the specification, which would
statistically have led to belated diagnosis and possibly premature death of some
women. As it turned out, the specification was drawn up in hindsight, after
the software had been in use for years. To detect the mismatch would have
required an expert to look at exactly the right decision points in the code and
to compare the implicit assumptions with the specification. This is a challenging
task: (i) There might be a vast number of inputs and runs: how to choose the
ones that give insight into a possible semantic bug? (ii) Keeping track of implicit
assumptions and to check their validity in a given run is tedious, time-consuming,
and error-prone.

In this paper we propose a novel approach to help experts finding semantic
bugs : These are bugs where functional and expected behavior in a domain con-
text deviate, without domain-independent symptoms like abrupt termination or
blocking. We address the issues above by dedicated tool and language support.
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The main ingredients are: (1) to render implicit assumptions in the code explicit,
traceable, and automatically checkable in the form of lightweight (Boolean Java)
specification expressions and a simple labeling mechanism; (2) to use (automatic)
deductive verification to guide the expert and to validate assumptions.

We do not aim at a fully automatic process, which we deem futile to detect
non-trivial semantic bugs. We also are not interested in complete contract-based
specification [13] as typically used in deductive verification [9], which we consider
unrealistic in many cases, because of the required effort and the need for training
in writing formal specifications. In contrast, the partial specifications we aim at
are incrementally produced by a software engineer, guided by tool support. The
annotations do not cover the full functionality of the analyzed software, but only
part of the input space and source code. Therefore, the resulting annotations can
stay simple and close to a designer’s understanding of the code. Specific training
in formal methods is not required.

The flip side of our approach is that we are unable to provide formal guar-
antees about the absence of bugs. This is in common with other bug-finding
technology, such as systematic debugging [18], bug finding tools [1], test case
generation [7], or code inspection [6]. On the other hand, all of the mentioned
techniques either look for a fixed set of syntactic conditions or assume the pres-
ence of a specification, whereas we guide the user to come up with semantically
relevant specification annotations. Consequently, we hope to occupy a sweet spot
between fully-fledged deductive verification and bug finding without semantic
guidance. In addition, partial specifications can help static verification as well
as deductive verification tools. In this NIER paper we sketch our approach and
illustrate how it works with simple examples. A robust implementation and full
evaluation is envisaged.

2 Validating Program Runs

To explain our approach we use the min method shown in Fig. 2. More realistic
examples are provided in Section 4. We are given a software system and its
source code. The system could be a method, a command line interface, or some
other piece of software in which we want to find bugs. We assume the system is
already free of memory-related or termination bugs (covered by existing tools)—
in particular, for any given input, there is no runtime exception and the system
terminates in some final state. We will have a (virtual) code position for all final
states: This is where the validation routine will start, see below.

Our validation process is performed by a domain expert, guided by a software
assistant. A domain expert knows how the system should behave. In general,
there is no (formal) specification, so we need an expert, who might be a software
tester, code reviewer, or debugging specialist. We assume the expert understands
source code and is able to validate the behavior of a given program run.

Program runs are supplied in the beginning. These could have been collected
from log files while the system was running. We can often reconstruct a run, if
all inputs (and events) are given. We assume the runs cover potential semantic
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bugs, the more runs, the better. Although the expert could validate every single
run, it is unrealistic to look into all of them—there are far too many.

2.1 Syntax

We illustrate our approach with Java source code, but it is applicable to any
other (imperative) programming language with suitable tool support.

The expert will stepwise annotate the software under validation with partial
specifications. We contribute a simple annotation syntax. Annotations are placed
after //@ or between /*@ and */, compatible with JML [12]. We do not use full
JML, but only a fragment consisting of the labeled assertions and assumptions
produced by the grammar in Fig. 1. The asserted/assumed expressions Expr

are also simplified: A domain expert only needs to write side effect-free boolean
Java expressions—quantifiers or other JML constructs are not required.

Assumptions and assertions are labeled using a prefixed identifier ALabel

inside < and >. Labeled assumptions/assertions are only effective when explicitly
referred to—they are not assumed in general. To make such references, we extend
assert statements with the keyword assuming. In program 4 of Fig. 2, the
assertion labeled aRes holds when assuming aGb.

The syntax allows an assertion to be assuming a logical combination of
(other) labeled assertions/assumptions. A conjunction of ALabels is written as
<l1,l2,...>. Any positive combination of ALabels in positive disjunctive nor-
mal form (PDNF) is supported: One can build a complex (acyclic) graph of as-
sumptions and assertions depending on each other. We will see that the PDNF is
naturally obtained by the validation steps. The PDNF also makes checking/ver-
ifying assertions easy, see Sect. 3.

Our annotations bear resemblance to [4,5], where the keyword verified is
used instead of assuming. In contrast to [4,5], labeled assumptions are not ex-
pected to hold true in every run (in Fig. 2, assumption aGb is true for half of
the inputs). Hence, in our setting, there is no point in trying to verify assump-
tions. Instead, to check or verify a claim, we can use a labeled assertion with
assuming <>, that is, an assertion without an assumption. For example, we
write assert x>0 assuming <> instead of assume x>0 to assume and verify
that variable x is greater than 0.

When the system under validation reaches a termination point, we are not as-
serting any specific claim, however, usually a number of assertions must hold be-
fore the (virtual) termination point. These are listed in an OnlyAssuming clause.
If the system boundaries are given by a method (as in Fig. 2), the OnlyAssuming
declaration is placed before the method—in the example, <aRes> or <bRes>.
This corresponds to a JML method specification clause [12].

Assumption := [ <ALabel> ] assume Expr;

Assertion := [ <ALabel> ] assert Expr [ assuming ALabelPDNF ];

OnlyAssuming := assuming ALabelPDNF;

ALabelPDNF := < [ ALabel [, ALabel]* ] > [ or ALabelPDNF ]

Fig. 1. Syntax of labeled assumptions/assertions.
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//@ assuming <aRes>;
int min(int a, int b) {

int m = a;
if (b < m) m = b;
//@ <aRes>assert m==a;
return m;

}

//@ assuming <aRes>;
int min(int a, int b) {
//@ <aLb>assume a<=b;
int m = a;
if (b < m) m = b;
//@ <aRes>assert m==a assuming <aLb>;
return m;

}

//@ assuming <aRes> or <bRes>;
int min(int a, int b) {

//@ <aLb>assume a<=b;
int m = a;
if (b < m) m = b;
//@ <bRes>assert m==b;
//@ <aRes>assert m==a assuming <aLb>;
return m;

}

//@ assuming <aRes> or <bRes>;
int min(int a, int b) {
//@ <aGb>assume a>=b;
//@ <aLb>assume a<=b;
int m = a;
if (b < m) m = b;
//@ <bRes>assert m==b assuming <aGb>;
//@ <aRes>assert m==a assuming <aLb>;
return m;

}

1 2

3 4

Fig. 2. Simple implementation of int min(int,int) with four validation steps.

2.2 Validation Procedure

A validation assistant software is intended to guide an expert in validating all
program runs without having to scrutinize each single run. In each validation
step, the expert validates a single program run against an assertion and provides
justifications for his or her judgment in form of assumptions. The validation
assistant knows a current set of assertions G at certain source code locations
and a set of program runs R. In the beginning, G includes merely one implicit,
trivial assertion (assert true, always satisfied) at the (virtual) termination
point of the program. The set G grows after each validation step.

Example 1. We perform the validation procedure for int min(int,int), Fig. 2.
In the initial setting (omitted from the figure) we just have the source code
without any annotation.

In the first validation step 1 , the expert is given a program run with input
a==3, b==7, return value m==3 and the implicit assertion at the termination
point. The expert judges this run to be valid, places assuming <aRes> above
the method (virtually at the termination point), and then <aRes>assert m==a

as justification. Verification tools check the implicit (and trivial) assert true

at the virtual termination point under <aRes>. In 2 , the expert looks at the
same program run, but now he has to give assumptions for the assertion aRes.
The program run is still valid under the new assertion. The expert now adds an
assuming <aLb>, and places the assumption <aLb>assume a<=b at the start of
the method. Tools check assertion aRes under aLb.

In 3 , the expert is given a different program run a==9, b==0, m==0, plus the
trivial assertion at the virtual termination point. The expert adds or <bRes>

in the corresponding assuming, and <bRes>assert m==b before the method
returns. Again, tools verify. In 4 , the expert looks at the same program run
as before, Since assertion bRes is now assuming aGb, assumption aGb is added.
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Tools check and the validation procedure ends at this point successfully with a
partially specified program, no bug was found.

We consolidate into the general description of the validation procedure:

Validation Assistant. Given sets of program runs R and assertions G, the
latter containing only the implicit assert true at termination point. Repeat:

1. Choose1 r ∈ R, g ∈ G such that:
(a) Assertion g is reached and satisfied in r.
(b) If g has an assuming clause, then none of the disjuncts in its PDNF is

already satisfied in r.
If there is no such r, g, the validation terminates.

2. Validation step (see below).

Validation Step. Given assertion g ∈ G and program run r ∈ R:

1. The expert judges r under g to be valid.
Otherwise, a bug has been found and validation is aborted to fix it.

2. The expert adds a conjunction <AL1, . . . ,ALn> as a disjunct in the
assuming of g.
(a) In case of assuming <>, continue with 4.

3. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n such that assertion/assumption ALk does not exist yet, do
one of the following:
(a) Expert adds assumption labeled with ALk.
(b) Expert adds assertion labeled with ALk (initially without assuming).

The new assertion is added to G.
4. Verification tools check assertion g under <AL1, . . . ,ALn> as follows:

(a) All assumptions/assertions AL1, . . . ,ALn are satisfied in r.
(b) For all r̃ ∈ R: if AL1, . . . ,ALn are satisfied in r̃ then g is also satisfied.
(c) Attempt to formally verify g assuming AL1, . . . ,ALn, see Sect. 3.

3 Checking/Verification

Formal verification can be achieved by translating labeled assertions into ordi-
nary JML assertions as described below. The latter can be handled with state-
of-the-art verification tools: For example, we can combine static verification and,
for each program run separately, run-time assertion checking.

The translation processes one single assertion and its corresponding assump-
tions at a time and generates a separate verification task for each. For example,
take assertion aRes from 4 in Fig. 2. There is just one corresponding assumption
aLb, so we delete all other assumptions in the source file. The resulting code is left
with only two annotations: //@ assume a<=b; and //@ assert m==b; without
labels and assuming.

The translation of general ALabelPDNFs is more complex, for example, as-
sertion pricePlausible in Fig. 4, line 19. We must show the assertion holds,

1 If possible, choose the same run or the same assertion as in a previous iteration.
This simplifies the validation step for the expert.
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given either <dscdReg,minPr> or one of the other two disjuncts. We create
three verification tasks. In the first dscdJun and minPr are JML assumptions
and pricePlausible becomes a JML assertion (similar for the other two). We
obtain assume discount==0, assume movie.getPrice() > 5.60, as well as
the assertion assert dscdPrice >= 5.00. Observe that the labeled assertion
dscdJun is translated into an assumption.

After translation, we can perform checks with any tool that understands JML
and Java. We plan to use deductive verification as well as run-time assertion
checking tools for every single program run. Depending on the result from the
tools, disjuncts in the assuming are highlighted in different colors, as in Figs. 3, 4:
white Assertion unchecked
red Assertion is violated in some run

green Assertion is formally verified
blue All runs are fine, but verification only partial due to system limitation

yellow All runs are fine, but verification failed and gave a counter example
To demonstrate our approach, we wrote a script to translate annotations of

all three examples in this paper [8]. We successfully reproduced the respective
assertion verification. We expect that the performance of deductive verification
tools is practical, as a side gain from the restricted syntax.

4 Examples

We demonstrate the validation procedure with two examples. Example 3 is less
algorithmic and oriented towards real-world software, where an expert familiar
with the application domain is essential for validating a software’s behavior.
Example 2 features an implementation of int max(int[]), which produces in-
correct results for certain inputs. We will find the bug in two validation steps.

Example 2. Fig. 3 displays an implementation of int max(int[]). It produces
incorrect results for some inputs. However, we might not detect this immediately,
as it gives correct results in the majority of cases. Moreover, it does not throw an
exception, except when a.length==0. The supplementary material [8] contains a
list of 100 random input arrays we used in the experiments. Each array contains
between one and four random entries with values in [0, 100] (equally distributed).
From that list, 11 of 100 runs give an invalid result.

Initially, the code in Fig. 3 is not annotated. Then we start the validation
procedure. The set of initial goals consists of the return point of max(a) and we
will, as usual, start there. The assistant chooses a program run, for example, cor-
responding to input a = {35,38,36,55}. Now the domain expert performs the
first validation step. The expert observes that result 55 is correct. The expert
slightly generalizes this: Whenever a.length == 4 and a[3] is greater/equal
than each of the other three elements, then the result must be a[3]. Con-
sequently, the expert adds assertion max3res and assumption max3of4 as in
Fig. 3. Both names were chosen by the expert. Now the tool checks whether the
assertion holds, whenever max3res holds. It turns out we have six runs (of 100
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1 //@ assuming <max3res> or <max0res>;
2 int max(int a[]) {
3 //@ <max3of4>assume a.length==4 && a[0]<=a[3] && a[1]<=a[3] && a[2]<=a[3];
4 //@ <max0of1>assume a.length==1;
5 //@ <max0of4>assume a.length==4 && a[1]<=a[0] && a[2]<=a[0] && a[3]<=a[0];
6 int m = a[0];
7 for (int k=0; k < a.length; k++) {
8 if ( m < a[k]) {
9 m = a[k++];

10 }
11 }
12 //@ <max3res>assert m==a[3] assuming <max3of4>;
13 //@ <max0res>assert m==a[0] assuming <max0of1> or <max0of4>;
14 return m;
15 }

Fig. 3. int max(int[]) with conditioned assertion after some validation steps.

input arrays), where the assumption max3res holds: For one run, the assertion
is violated—for input {56,56,69,91}, the program outputs 69 instead of 91.

Since an invalid run was found, we are done. Observe that the domain ex-
pert merely scrutinized the initial program run, where the result was still cor-
rect. There are cases where more iterations are necessary. For example, the val-
idation assistant could have started with a singleton array {70} or with array
{81,73,26,15}. For either we would need two or more iterations as these pro-
gram runs do not have any similarity with one of the 11 invalid runs. See Fig. 3
for the annotated program with further assumptions max0of1 and max0of4.

Example 3. In a price calculation for cinema tickets, there are movies with dif-
ferent age restrictions and ticket prices, and there are several age groups with
different discounts. The example might get much more complex with discount
criteria such as happy hours, theme days, or vouchers. We conjecture that our
validation approach works in these cases, too.

The relevant fragment of the ticket price calculation software is displayed in
Fig. 4. Our initial goal is to validate program runs of the method nextTicket,
starting from the termination points. The expert might first place an assertion in
the called method calcDscdPrice, and then place the corresponding age group
assumption in lines 5–7 of nextTicket.

There is a subtle bug which manifests in assertion pricePlausible (line 19)
under assumption senior. Let’s say the expert placed this assertion, because of
the cinema’s policy to sell tickets for at least 5 ¤. Assertion minPr guarantees
that the normal price for each movie is more than 5.60 ¤. This holds for all
program runs but cannot be formally proven, because the implementation of
Movie is outside of boundary of the system under validation. Accordingly, the
corresponding assuming <> is highlighted blue. Going back to pricePlausible,
assume movie 2 has price 5.70 in some program run, this becomes with senior
discount 4.85, hence <dscdSen,minPr> is marked red.
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1 //@ assuming <pricePlausible> or <tooYoung>;
2 public void nextTicket(Scanner input) {
3 System.out.print("Enter age: ");
4 int age = input.nextInt();
5 //@ <junior>assume age < 16;
6 //@ <regular>assume 16 <= age && age < 65;
7 //@ <senior>assume 65 <= age;
8 System.out.print("Select movie (1/2): ");
9 int movieNumber = input.nextInt();

10 //@ <mv1>assume movieNumber == 1;
11 //@ <mv2>assume movieNumber == 2;
12 Movie movie = movies[movieNumber];
13 //@ <tooYoung>assert age < movie.getMinAge() assuming <junior,mv1>;
14 if (age < movie.getMinAge()) {
15 System.out.println("Too young for this movie.");
16 return;
17 }
18 double dscdPrice = calcDscdPrice(movie, age);
19 //@ <pricePlausible>assert dscdPrice >= 5.00

assuming <dscdReg,minPr> or <dscdJun,minPr> or <dscdSen,minPr>;
20 System.out.printf("Your price: %.2f ¤\n", dscdPrice);
21 }
22 private double calcDscdPrice(Movie movie, int age) {
23 //@ <dscdReg>assert getDiscount(age) == 0 assuming <regular>;
24 //@ <dscdJun>assert getDiscount(age) == 10 assuming <junior>;
25 //@ <dscdSen>assert getDiscount(age) == 15 assuming <senior>;
26 //@ <minPr>assert movie.getPrice() > 5.60 assuming <>;
27 return movie.getPrice() * (1 - getDiscount(age)/100.0);
28 }

Fig. 4. Cinema Example.

5 Conclusion and Related Work

We presented a procedure to validate program runs by a software engineer while
iteratively generating a partial specification. This helps finding semantic bugs
fast. The annotations can be re-used, for example, in regression verification.

Our validation procedure incorporates usage of verification and assertion
checking tools. Assertion annotations are in use since the 1970s [14], verification
has an even longer tradition. In contract-based verification [9], specifications are
structured along method declarations, whereas our approach allows arbitrary
dependencies via labeled assumptions, syntactically inspired by [4,5].

In [16], it is observed that in-house tests do not match the behavior of field
program runs. Our approach directly validates the latter. Our validation is fin-
ished if every program run is covered by assertions highlighted in green/blue.
This suggests an alternative to their proposed solution—generating test cases
mimicking field runs [17].

Even if an assertion could not be formally verified (blue/yellow/red) we
check it against said program field runs. We believe that this will suffice in our
setting, without excluding future enhancements. Notably, there is an approach
to generate test cases for partially unverified assertions [5].

An attempt to improve code reviews by animated symbolic execution is re-
ported in [10]. In contrast, we guide an expert systematically through the code.
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use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder.
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